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a b s t r a c t

Background: In occupational safety research, narrative text analysis has been combined with coded
surveillance, data to improve identification and understanding of injuries and their circumstances. Injury
data give, information about incidence and the direct cause of an injury, while near-miss data enable the,
identification of various hazards within an organization or industry. Further, near-miss data provide an,
opportunity for surveillance and risk reduction. The National Firefighter Near-Miss Reporting System,
(NFFNMRS) is a voluntary reporting system that collects narrative text data on near-miss and injurious,
events within the fire and emergency services industry. In recent research, autocoding techniques, using
Bayesian models have been used to categorize/code injury narratives with up to 90% accuracy, thereby
reducing the amount of human effort required to manually code large datasets. Autocoding, techniques
have not yet been applied to near-miss narrative data.
Methods: We manually assigned mechanism of injury codes to previously un-coded narratives from the,
NFFNMRS and used this as a training set to develop two Bayesian autocoding models, Fuzzy and Naïve.
We calculated sensitivity, specificity and positive predictive value for both models. We also evaluated,
the effect of training set size on prediction sensitivity and compared the models’ predictive ability as,
related to injury outcome. We cross-validated a subset of the prediction set for accuracy of the model,
predictions.
Results: Overall, the Fuzzy model performed better than Naïve, with a sensitivity of 0.74 compared to
0.678., Where Fuzzy and Naïve shared the same prediction, the cross-validation showed a sensitivity
of 0.602., As the number of records in the training set increased, the models performed at a higher
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sensitivity, suggesting that both the Fuzzy and Naïve models were essentially “learning”. Injury records
were, predicted with greater sensitivity than near-miss records.
Conclusion: We conclude that the application of Bayesian autocoding methods can successfully code both
near misses, and injuries in longer-than-average narratives with non-specific prompts regarding injury.
Such, coding allowed for the creation of two new quantitative data elements for injury outcome and
injury, mechanism.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Collection and analysis of narrative text

In occupational safety research, narrative text analysis has been
combined with coded surveillance data to improve identification
and understanding of injuries and their circumstances. Narrative
text analysis identifies more target events than can be found using
injury codes alone, thus reducing the problem of undercounting—a

critical concern in injury surveillance. Further, narrative text anal-
ysis provides a means to check coding accuracy, and provides
important information on circumstances surrounding injuries and
unknown risk factors (Lipscomb et al., 2004; Bondy et al., 2005;
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mith et al., 2006; Bunn et al., 2008). New risk factors identified
hrough narrative text analysis are an important source of vari-
bles to be added to administrative coding systems (Bunn et al.,
008). Narrative data analysis can also be a basis for comparing data
mong systems and countries that use different coding schemes, or
o study historical data that include narrative text (Stout, 1998).

The large-scale study of narrative text has only recently been
ade possible by advances in computerized information retrieval

echniques. This is particularly important for large, growing
atasets which adds to increased time, cost and labor, in order
o code these narratives. Computerized coding algorithms have
nabled large-scale analysis of narrative text, presenting an effi-
ient and plausible way for individuals to code large narrative
atasets. Although computer coding is a cost-efficient alternative
o manual coding with an accuracy of up to 90%, it does not elimi-
ate the need for human review entirely (Lehto and Sorock, 1996;
ellman et al., 2004; Lehto et al., 2009; Bertke et al., 2012; Patel

t al., 2012).
The most critical bottle-neck is that computer coding methods

equire a learning set of previously coded cases. The accuracy of
omputer coding also tends to improve when larger training sets
re used to develop the algorithms. The latter issue is especially
mportant when the coded categories differ greatly in frequency,
s it may become difficult to obtain enough training cases for the
mall, rarely occurring codes. For this and other reasons, com-
uter coding algorithms tend to predict some codes much more
ccurately than others. One solution strategy is for the coding
lgorithm to assign the “easy” cases and flag the remaining poten-
ially ambiguous cases for human review (Lehto et al., 2009). This
pproach allows computer coding errors to be efficiently identified
nd corrected during use. The results of the human review can also
e fed back into the system, allowing the model to learn over time
fter implementation.

.2. The importance of near-miss data

A near-miss is an incident that had the capacity to cause injury
ut did not, due to either intervention or chance (Aspden et al.,
004). Both injury and near-miss data are important to collect

n surveillance systems. While injury data give information about
ncidence and the direct cause of an injury, near-miss data enable
he identification of various hazards within an organization or
ndustry while providing an opportunity for surveillance and risk
eduction. Near-miss narratives in particular provide insight to the
pstream causes of injury (Rivard et al., 2006). Near-miss reporting
an capture the successful recovery from potentially harmful inci-
ents. In the field of healthcare, research has found that even a few
eports can be sufficient to detect and communicate a hazard that
s actionable for prevention (Leape, 2002) and prompt an organi-
ational response. Importantly, near-misses occur more frequently
han adverse events (Barach and Small, 2000), and can be combined
ith injuries to increase statistical power for analysis as supported

y the common cause hypothesis (Alamgir et al., 2009).

.3. Purpose of this study

Injury narratives are frequently coded for mechanism of injury
using ICD-9-CM or ICECI codes), but there is an absence of litera-
ure that addresses application of mechanism-of-injury coding to
ear-miss narratives. In theory, assigning a mechanism-of-injury
ode to a near-miss narrative should be straight forward—the
eporter explains briefly the circumstances, what led to the event,

nd why it was a near-miss. Coding of near-misses will help to
onstruct hazard scenarios, and inform development of appropri-
te interventions to prevent future injury and harm (Lincoln et al.,
004).
Prevention 62 (2014) 119–129

Our objective was to manually code narratives from the National
Firefighter Near Miss Reporting System (NFFNMRS) and use this
coded set to train a computer algorithm to assign mechanism of
injury codes to un-coded narratives. Since no variable currently
exists on the NFFNMRS reporting form to capture the presence or
absence of an injury, the study also sought to create a quantitative
variable to identify injury and near-miss events.

2. Method

2.1. Data source

In order to improve understanding of the circumstances leading
to firefighter injuries, the International Association of Fire Chiefs
(IAFC) (with funding from the Assistance to Firefighters Grant
Program of the U.S. Department of Homeland Security) launched
the NFFNMRS in 2005. Reporting to the system is voluntary and
non-punitive. The NFFNMRS defines a near-miss as “an uninten-
tional, unsafe occurrence that could have resulted in an injury,
fatality, or property damage” (www.firefighternearmiss.com).
Despite this definition, the NFFNMRS captures a number of actual
injuries, including fractures, back injuries, hypothermia, burns, and
cyanide poisoning, as well as melted equipment and destroyed
engines.

The reporting form consists of 22 fields. Two of these fields are
narrative sections, asking the reporter to “Describe the event”, and
to share “Lessons Learned”. Within these fields, reporters can sub-
mit as much text as they wish.

2.2. Selection of narratives for manual coding

The quantitative component of the near-miss forms contains a
field called “Event Type” in which the reporter selects whether the
incident occurred during a fire emergency event, a vehicle event,
a training activity, etc. (the form can be viewed at http://www.
firefighternearmiss.com/Resources/NMRS-Mail.pdf). In order to
reduce cognitive shifts required for coding of different event types
(hazards described in vehicle event narratives are different than
those in fire event narratives), we limited our analysis to only
include those indicated as fire emergency events, as identified by
the reporter. This data set contained 2285 narratives. Of these “Fire
Emergency Events”, we manually coded 1000 narratives, which
resulted in 764 fire-related events considered suitable as training
narratives for the algorithm. The 236 narratives discarded from the
training set were not “Fire” related cases (e.g., neither the precipi-
tating nor proximal cause was a fire event), or they were fire-related
but lacked specific information for sub-categorization (e.g., fire-
burn, fire-struck-by/against), or they fell into a category that ended
up having fewer than five narratives (e.g., motor vehicle-rollover,
hot substance or object, caustic or corrosive material, and steam).
Fig. 1 shows the case inclusion criteria for our analysis.

2.3. Manual coding rubric

The initial rubric was a set of mechanism of injury codes from the
International Classification of Disease 9 Clinical Modification Man-
ual (ICD-9-CM), selected by the Principal Investigator (JAT) as codes
that were possible within the fire-fighting/EMS occupational field.
The rubric was modified over time in an iterative, consensus-driven
process. Whenever a change was made the Project Manager (AVL)
went back over the previously coded narratives and amended the

code in accordance with the revised rule when necessary. A precip-
itating mechanism (what set the injury chain of events in motion)
and a proximal mechanism (what caused the injury or near-miss)
were assigned to each narrative.

http://www.firefighternearmiss.com/
http://www.firefighternearmiss.com/
http://www.firefighternearmiss.com/
http://www.firefighternearmiss.com/Resources/NMRS-Mail.pdf
http://www.firefighternearmiss.com/Resources/NMRS-Mail.pdf
http://www.firefighternearmiss.com/Resources/NMRS-Mail.pdf
http://www.firefighternearmiss.com/Resources/NMRS-Mail.pdf
http://www.firefighternearmiss.com/Resources/NMRS-Mail.pdf
http://www.firefighternearmiss.com/Resources/NMRS-Mail.pdf
http://www.firefighternearmiss.com/Resources/NMRS-Mail.pdf
http://www.firefighternearmiss.com/Resources/NMRS-Mail.pdf
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the proximal cause is often difficult to discern since no actual injury
Fig. 1. Case in

In creating our coding rubric, it became evident that the ICD-
-CM is not granular enough for firefighting. For example, since
re fighters encounter fire frequently, coding the majority of cases
o Conflagration (i.e., E890–E899) would mask hazards that occur
uring fires such as electrocutions, falls, smoke inhalation, struck-
y motor vehicles, etc. Therefore, we created subcategories within
onflagration (fire) to further capture specific firefighting hazards
Table 1). The resultant coding scheme extracted more detail from
ach narrative while honoring the ICD-9-CM hierarchy by retain-
ng the overall cause category as conflagration (fire). Because this
rocess was iterative, we re-coded previous cases as necessary
pdating them to the newer rubric.
.4. Manual coding of narratives

In the field of autocoding, there has not been an established
inimum size of the training set with regard to the total dataset.
n flow chart.

Therefore, we decided to code a minimum of 20% of our dataset
to act as the training set for the algorithm, similar to Bertke et al.
(2012). Based on these recommendations, we calculated that we
needed to manually code a minimum of 456 narratives for our
training set and aimed to complete more than this.

Three of the authors (JAT, AVL, GS) coded each narrative
for a (1) whether an injury occurred (yes/no), (2) the cause of
the injury/near-miss (proximal cause), and (3) what lead to the
injury/near-miss (precipitating cause). By asking the above three
questions in this order, we were able to consistently evaluate each
narrative for injury outcome, proximal cause, and precipitating
cause. The order was important because in near-miss narratives,
occurred. It took each coder approximately 25 h to assign mecha-
nism of injury codes to 1000 narratives. The narratives were coded
in seven batches. After each batch, the three coders reconciled their
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Table 1
List of mechanism of injury categories used to classify narratives.

Original list of cause codes (pre-coding) Final list of cause codes

Accidents caused by machinery Accidents caused by explosive material (gas leak, dynamite, etc)
Air and space transport accidents Accidents caused by machinery
Caught accidentally in or between objects Air and space transport accidents
Cutting and piercing instruments or objects Caught accidentally in or between objects
Drowning/submersion Cutting and piercing instruments or objects
Electric current Drowning/submersion
Exposure to radiation Electric current
Explosive material Exposure to radiation
Explosion of pressure vessel Fall
Fall Fire
Fire Fire-Burn
Firearm Fire-caught-in/between
Hot substance or object, caustic or corrosive material, and steam Fire-CO, smoke, fumes from PVC, etc
Motor vehicle non-traffic accident Fire-collapse
Motor vehicle traffic (MVT) Fire-electric current
Natural/environmental Fire-equipment/machinery
Other Fire-explosion caused by fire
Other road vehicle accidents Fire-fall (through floor, from ladder, jump)
Overexertion Fire-medical condition (MI, Asthma, etc)
Poisoning Fire-struck-by
Railway accidents Fire-vehicle
Struck by, against Fire-wildland, etc
Suffocation Firearm/ammunition
Water transport accidents Hot substance or object, caustic or corrosive material, steam

Motor vehicle non-traffic accident
Motor vehicle traffic (MVT)
MV-collision
MV-FF struck by vehicle
MV-other
MV-rollover
N/A
Natural/environmental
Other
Other road vehicle accidents
Overexertion
Poisoning
Railway accidents
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ndividual scores for each narrative, assigning a final Mechanism
f Injury code. Reconciliation of the seven batches took approxi-
ately 25 h. The entire coding, reconciliation, and rubric revision

rocess occurred over a one year interval. Overall coder agreement
tatistics were calculated and kappa values were obtained.

The final set used as the training set consisted of 764 narra-
ives. A total of 236 narratives were not included in the training
et because they were not assigned a code of “fire” for either the
recipitating or proximal code (n = 214), or they were assigned a
echanism of injury code that existed in fewer than five total narra-

ives (n = 22). For example, many of the narratives were categorized
y the reporter as “Fire emergency events”, but the narrative actu-
lly describes a motor vehicle accident on the way to a structure
re. Other narratives lacked enough detail or information to either
lassify them as a fire event, or assign a mechanism of injury code.
he categories with fewer than five narratives were not included in
he analysis because after dropping rare words, which is standard
ractice to reduce model noise, these small categories would no

onger have strong predictor words.

.5. Model development

Two different Bayesian models, referred to as Naïve Bayes and
uzzy Bayes, were developed and evaluated using the TextMiner

rogram (developed by author ML). The models and software have
een described elsewhere (Lehto et al., 2009). Both models used
he statistical relationship between the words present in the injury
arratives of the training set (n = 764) and the manually assigned
Struck-by, against
Suffocation
Water transport accidents

mechanism of injury code to predict a particular code for a new
narrative. This prediction is essentially the probability of a particu-
lar code given the words within the new narrative. The two models
differ in that the Naïve Bayes prediction is a weighted function of
all the words present, while the Fuzzy Bayes prediction is based on
the single strongest predictive word for each category. Specifically,
the Naïve Bayes model calculates the probability of an injury code
using the following expression:

P(Ei|n) = P(Ei)˘(P(ni|Ei))/P(nj) (1)

where P (Ei|n) is the probability of event code category Ei given the
set of n words in the narrative. P (ni|Ei) is the probability of word nj
given category Ei. P(Ei) is the probability of category Ei, and P(nj) is
the probability of word nj in the entire list of keywords.

The Fuzzy model is similar, except that it estimates P (Ei|n) using
the ‘index term’ most strongly predictive of the category, instead
of multiplying the conditional probabilities as in the Naïve model:

P(Ei|n) = MAXj(P(ni|Ei)P(Ei))/P(nj) (2)

The two models were both tested using the TextMiner Software
which runs on a Microsoft Access platform. After all the Fire-Events
narratives were manually coded, the database was prepared for
analysis in TextMiner. Narratives that were non-fire related (as
coded by the researchers, see Fig. 1) were removed from the dataset.

For the remaining narratives, all non-alphanumeric symbols were
removed (e.g., Fire-Eqpt/Mach became FireEqptMach). A training
flag was used to denote all manually coded narratives that were
part of the training set.
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Once the training set (n = 764) and prediction set (n = 1285) were
ivided, the words from the narratives within the training set were
sed to generate a wordlist. The wordlist was contained in a table

isting every word in the entire dataset, starting with the first word
n the first narrative and ending with the final word of the last
arrative. The dataset was cleaned by removal of words occurring

ewer than three times. Each narrative was edited for spelling mis-
akes during the initial report submission process. No additional

odifications were made such as assigning synonyms to words or
emoving common stop words such as “A,THE, . . .” The purpose
f this was to see how well the algorithm could perform on a raw
ataset with little to no human input.

.6. Model evaluation

.6.1. Training set
The two models generated predictions for every narrative in

ur Fire Emergency Events dataset, including the training set. The
esults of the predictions were compared to the manually assigned
gold standard” codes by expert coders, and model sensitivity,
pecificity, and positive predictive value (PPV) was calculated for
ach category Sensitivity is simply the proportion of correctly iden-
ified codes for a particular category. For example, if 100 cases
hould have been coded as x, and model correctly assigned 50
f these cases, the sensitivity would be 50% for this category [i.e.,
0 correct identifications/100 cases where x is correct]. Specificity
easures how often a code is correctly not assigned, when some

ther code should have been assigned. For example, if we assume
ode x should not be assigned to 100 cases, and found it was cor-
ectly not assigned to 99 of these cases, the specificity would be 99%
i.e., 99 correct rejections/100 cases where x is not correct]. Positive
redictive value measures prediction accuracy, and corresponds to
he proportion of correct responses given a particular prediction of
he model. For example, if the model predicted category y 50 times,
nd each of these predictions was correct, the PPV for category y
ould be 100% [i.e., 50 correct/50 times predicted]. Note that these
easures are complementary to each other. Ideally, the predictive
odel will score high on all three of these measures, demon-

trating that it is likely to assign the correct code for each of the
ategories.

.6.2. Prediction set and cross validation
The Fuzzy and Naïve Bayes models were also both run on a pre-

iction set of 1285 previously unclassified narratives (Fig. 1). In
rder to test the accuracy of the algorithm’s predictions for these
ew (not originally manually classified cases), we performed a cross
alidation study in which 300 narratives from the prediction set
ere manually coded by the reviewers. The cases in the cross vali-
ation set were equally divided into three categories: (1) strongly
redicted, (2) moderately predicted, and (3) poorly predicted cases.
he cases were assigned based on prediction strength and whether
he Fuzzy and Naïve predictions agreed.

The strongly predicted cases corresponded to narratives in
hich the Fuzzy and Naïve predictions agreed (n = 475). For this

ategory, the distribution of narratives to be included in the cross
alidation set matched that of the distribution of in the original
ample of 475.

The poorly and moderately predicted categories corresponded
o cases where the Fuzzy and Naïve predictions disagreed. The latter
ases were further subdivided based on prediction strength. Predic-
ion strength was simply the probability assigned by the respective

odel to its prediction (see Eqs. (1) and (2)). The poorly predicted

ases were those where the Fuzzy and Naïve models disagreed on
he prediction, and both had strength predictors in the top 50%
f their respective distributions. For example, Fuzzy might predict
Fire-Fall” with a prediction strength of 0.99, while Naïve predicted
Prevention 62 (2014) 119–129 123

“Fire-Burn” with a strength of 0.97. They disagree, and both predic-
tions are strong. The moderately predicted cases were those cases
where Fuzzy and Naïve disagreed, and one had a strength predic-
tor in the top half of their distribution, and the other had a strength
predictor in the bottom half of their distribution. We considered
the percentile ranks of these strength predictions to build our poor
and moderate samples.

One-hundred narratives were randomly selected from each of
the three categories. Each narrative was assigned a mechanism of
injury code by each coder. The 300 narratives were then recon-
ciled so that each narrative received a single code. These codes
were then compared to the codes predicted by the Fuzzy and Naïve
algorithms.

2.6.3. Proximal cause prediction by injury outcome
Finally, we wanted to determine how well each model was able

to correctly predict a mechanism of injury code, according to injury
outcome. After both models had been run, the training set was sep-
arated by injury outcome (injury vs. near-miss), and sensitivity was
obtained for each. The effect of increased training set size (in itera-
tions of 100 narratives) was also evaluated by calculating sensitivity
separately for each sized training set (for injury vs. near-miss).

3. Results

3.1. Characteristics of narratives

Within the fire emergency event narratives (n = 2285), the mean
word count was 216, with a median count of 156 words and a range
from 2 words to 2420 words.

3.2. Intra- and inter-rater reliability

Agreement between coders improved substantially with an
overall agreement above 79%. Agreement between coders 1 and 2
improved 12% (� = 0.785), coders 1 and 3 improved 8% (� = 0.75), and
coders 2 and 3 improved 13% (� = 0.774). Each of the three coders
had substantial agreement with their original scores when coding
the same narratives a second time (0.68 < � < 0.80).

3.3. Modification of the coding rubric

Creation of the coding rubric was an iterative process. With each
narrative read, common themes occurred and thus informed the
creation of specific sub-categories. For example, when there was a
roof collapse, we assumed the mechanism to be “struck by/against”
unless the reporter specified otherwise. We reached saturation of
repetitious events after batch 3 and the rubric did not change for
coding of the remaining batches.

3.4. Performance of automated coding

3.4.1. Training set
Overall, Fuzzy Bayes performed better than Naïve Bayes. Table 2

shows the top predictor words when applying the Fuzzy model.
Fuzzy outperformed Naïve Bayes with a sensitivity of 0.74 com-
pared to 0.678 (Table 3). The fire-burn category was well predicted
by both Naïve and Fuzzy, though the specificity and PPV was higher
with Fuzzy. For the categories of fire-fall and fire-struck-by, Fuzzy
had better sensitivity while Naïve had better PPV. In general, Fuzzy
performed with higher sensitivity, specificity and PPV, particularly
in the larger categories. Naïve performed a bit better with the

smaller categories.

Increasing the size of the training set improved the performance
of the algorithm (Fig. 2). For example, using a training set of 100
narratives to predict the entire dataset of 764, the Fuzzy model
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Table 2
Top 3 predictor words for Fuzzy Bayes for largest 5 cause categories.

Fire-fall Pit (0.86) Stories (0.83) Spongy, waist (0.78)

Fire-struck by/against Strut (0.90) Cracking (0.86) Effect (0.83)
Fire-burn Burns (0.91) Flashed (0.84) Intense (0.81)
Fire-electric current Energized (0.93) Arcing (0.9) Volt, arced (0.89)
Fire-CO, smoke, fumes, etc. Inhalation (0.88) Inhaled (0.86) Speak (0.83)

Table 3
Fuzzy and Naïve Bayesian analyses: sensitivity, specificity, and PPV.

Mechanism of injury category N Fuzzy model Naïve model

Sensitivity Specificity PPV Sensitivity Specificity PPV

OVERALL 764 0.740 – – 0.678 – –
Fire-fall 196 0.745 0.887 0.695 0.561 0.995 0.973
Fire-struck by/against 184 0.728 0.933 0.775 0.342 1 1
Fire-burn 169 0.941 0.877 0.685 1 0.652 0.449
Fire-electric current 68 1 0.974 0.791 0.853 1 1
Fire-CO, smoke, fumes, etc. 48 0.521 0.997 0.926 0.917 1 1
Fire-explosion caused by fire 25 0.12 0.999 0.75 0.84 0.996 0.875
Fire-equipment/machinery 17 0 1 — 0.412 1 1
Fire-medical condition 9 0.889 1 1 1 0.999 0.9
Fire-caught in/between 6 0 1 — 1 0.992 0.5

0.99
0.99
1

h
fi
a
a
w
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n
s

MV-FF struck-by vehicle 26 0.577
Firearm/ammunition 9 0.778
Cutting/piercing instruments/objects 7 0

ad a sensitivity of 43%. From the initial training set of 100 to the
nal training set of 764, the algorithm improved by 31% for Fuzzy
nd 35% for Naïve. The algorithm appeared to be learning with each
dditional batch of narratives added to the training set. It is possible
e were approaching a threshold with the Fuzzy sensitivity, judg-
ng by the incremental gains as the training set progressed past 700
arratives. Naïve appeared to still be improving by the final training
et.

Fig. 2. Model sensitivity with inc
9 0.938 0.692 1 1
9 0.875 1 0.966 0.257

— 0.571 1 1

3.4.2. Prediction set and cross validation
Out of the 300 narratives within the cross-validation set, the

manual coders identified 7 narratives that were not sufficiently
detailed, or were not fire-related, and thus not included in the final
analysis. Overall, for the 293 cases examined Fuzzy had a sensitiv-

ity of 51.9%, while the sensitivity for Naïve was about half, at 24.9%
(Table 4). For those narratives within the strong category, of which
Fuzzy and Naïve had the same prediction, the sensitivity was 60.2%.

reasing size of training set.
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Table 4
Cross validation of the prediction set.

Prediction strength (proximal cause) n Fuzzy correct
predictions (n)

Fuzzy
sensitivity (%)

Naïve correct
predictions (n)

Naïve
sensitivity (%)

Strong—where fuzzy and naïve predicted the same category 98 59 60.2 59 60.2
Moderate—where Fuzzy and Naïve disagreed on the prediction,

one had a good strength indicator, the other did not
99 40 40.4 7 7.1

Poor—where Fuzzy and Naïve disagreed on the prediction, and 96 53 55.2 7 7.3
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both had good strength indicators associated with their
predictions

Overall 293

n the moderate and poor categories, Fuzzy performed much better,
iving a sensitivity of 40.4% and 55.2%, respectively.

.4.3. Model performance by injury outcome
Manually coding of the narratives for injury outcome yielded

15 injuries (28%) and 549 (72%) near-misses. Thus, we were able to
reate a new quantitative variable “Injury (yes/no)”. Furthermore,

pplying the Bayesian models to the training set (n = 764) to predict
njury outcome, Fuzzy sensitivity reached 92% (data not shown).

Using this new variable, the Fuzzy model predicts the mecha-
ism of injury with a higher sensitivity for injury narratives (0.823)

Fig. 3. Algorithm performance
2 51.9 73 24.9

than near-miss narratives (0.707) (Fig. 3). In general, the mech-
anism of injury is correctly predicted more frequently for Injury
narratives than for near-miss narratives. Regardless, the overall
sensitivity of the algorithm improved for both models, regardless
of injury outcome.

From the above results, two new quantitative data elements
were created for fire events in the NFFNMRS: Injury (yes/no;

“no” indicating a near-miss) and Mechanism of Injury. Table 5
exhibits near-misses and injuries by cause that were developed
by analysis of the training data set which reflect persistent and
emerging hazards in firefighting. The distribution of causes was

by injury vs. near-miss.
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Table 5
Distribution of mechanism of injury for proximal cause, fire events only.

Training set (n = 764)

Near-miss narratives n % Injury narratives n %

Fire-fall 141 26 Fire-burn 76 34
Fire-struck-by, against 139 26 Fire-fall 55 25
Fire-burn 93 17 Fire-struck-by/against 45 20
Fire-electric current 59 11 Fire-CO, smoke, fumes 17 8
Fire-CO, smoke, fumes 31 6 Fire-electric current 9 4
MV-FF struck-by 26 5 Fire-explosion 5 2
Fire-explosion by fire 20 4 Cutting/piercing object 5 2
Fire-equipment/machinery 17 3 Fire-caught-in, between 2 1
Fire-medical condition 9 2 Firearm/ammunition 1 0
Firearm/ammunition 8 1 Total 215 100
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Fire-caught-in, between 4 1
Cutting/piercing object 2 0
Total 549 100

imilar between the training set and the prediction set, but as
ross-validation of the prediction set (n = 300) demonstrated only
4% accuracy we are only presenting the results from the training
ata set.

. Discussion

We found that TextMiner was able to correctly predict a mecha-
ism of injury code for 74% of the narratives using the Fuzzy model
nd 68% of the narratives using the Naïve model. Injuries were
orrectly predicted at a higher rate (Fuzzy 0.82, Naïve 0.72) than
ear-misses (Fuzzy 0.71, Naïve 0.66). Overall, our sensitivity is com-
arable to the results of Lehto et al. (2009), which saw sensitivity
etween 70% and 80% for Naïve and between 64% and 78% sensitiv-

ty for Fuzzy when analyzing injury narratives. To our knowledge,
his study is the first of its kind to successfully use machine learn-
ng algorithms to assign mechanism of injury codes to near-miss
arratives. Previous research has only looked at injury narratives.

Our findings are comparable with the growing body of seminal
tudies on narrative autocoding (Table 6).

.1. Manual coding of near-miss narratives

Coding near-miss narratives is not as straight-forward as coding
ctual injury narratives. To do so, we must look for the most likely
utcome that could have occurred, recognizing that one decision
ust be made when multiple outcomes are possible. Such decision-
aking is time-consuming and therefore expensive in terms of

uman resources. In the Methods, we discussed the importance of
nd adherence to the coding order of operations: injury outcome
rst, then proximal cause, then precipitating cause. The challenge
f coding near-miss events is that it is often difficult to deter-
ine a finite point from which to work backward because there

s no injury. For this reason, starting with “Did an injury happen
yes/no)?” was invaluable in helping us determine the mechanism
f that injury (or near-miss) and then assess what started the chain
f events in motion (precipitating). However, there were times
hen the coders were often forced to speculate on the outcome

nd select a code. This was where the majority of disagreement
etween codes occurred. If too little information was provided or
he report did not provide a clear understanding of the potential
utcome, we coded it as NOC (not otherwise classifiable) and omit-
ed it from the analysis. Fig. 4 presents two contrasting narratives
hat illustrate the challenges of coding.

Given the challenges of coding near-misses compared to injuries

e were pleased with our level of substantial agreement. We

btained 79% agreement, which is comparable to research by Lehto
t al. (2009) showing 75% agreement. Percentage agreement and
appa statistics were in the lower range of previous studies (Bondy
et al., 2005; Lehto et al., 2009; Lombardi et al., 2009; Marucci-
Wellman et al., 2011). Therefore, we conclude that this method –
which has been rigorously applied to injuries – is substantiated for
scenarios with less definitive outcomes like near-misses.

4.2. Structure of the data system

In NFFNMRS, reporters are asked to “Describe the event”, allow-
ing them to say anything. Narratives often begin with information
about arrival and staging which are events that precede the begin-
ning of the chain of events leading up to an injury or near-miss.
It is important to note that the “Describe the event” field does not
ask specific questions about any injuries that did happen or could
have happened. This is different than other data systems like the
National Health Interview Survey (NHIS) which asks “How did your
injury on [date] happen? Please describe fully the circumstances or
events leading to the injury and any objects, substances, or other
people involved”. In addition to asking how the injury occurred,
the NHIS also asks a series of specific prompts to seek for more
detailed information for certain causes such as whether the injured
individual was in a motor vehicle, on a bike, scooter, skateboard,
skates, skis, horse, etc., a pedestrian who was struck by a vehi-
cle such as a car or bicycle, in a boat, train, or plane, suffered a
fall, or burned or scalded by substances such as hot objects or liq-
uids, fire, or chemicals (National Center for Health Statistics, 2009).
The average length of narratives within the NFFNMRS dataset is
quite long (mean word count 216), as compared to other datasets.
In contrast, narratives from the NHIS contain 11 words on average
(Wellman et al., 2004). Furthermore, the time required to manually
code our initial 1000 narratives was approximately 25 h per coder,
with an additional 25 h required for reconciliation of these 1000
narratives. Using worker’s compensation narratives of approxi-
mately 20 words, Bertke et al. (2012) stated that it took them 10 h to
code 2400 worker’s compensation claims—which is 2.4 times the
number of narratives we coded, in less than half of the time. We
observed that coding of lengthy narratives – especially those with-
out known injury outcome – is very time consuming and requires
extensive human resources. Therefore the algorithm’s high per-
formance is especially welcome for narratives that emanate from
generic prompts such as “Describe the event”.

4.3. Performance of autocoding

Considering that coding of near-miss narratives via automated
methods has not been previously described in the literature we

were pleased with the performance level of the algorithm on near-
miss narratives, reaching above 70% specificity.

The higher performance of the Fuzzy model as compared
to the Naïve model was not too surprising, given the longer
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Table 6
Comparison of results with previous auto-coding studies.

Motor vehicle accident
data (Lehto and Sorock,
1996)

NHIS (Wellman et al., 2004) Worker’s Comp (Lehto
et al., 2009)

Worker’s Comp
(Marucci-Wellman et al.,
2011)

Worker’s Comp (Ohio)
(Bertke et al., 2012)

NFFNMRS narratives
(current study)

Narrative type Insurance company
automotive accident
narratives

General population injury
narratives

Worker’s compensation
injury narrative

Worker’s compensation
injury narrative

Ohio Bureau of Worker’s
Compensation Claims

Fire fighter-occupation
specific narratives, with
near-misses & injury

Narrative characteristics Short narratives (2–3
sentences long)

Short narratives (avg. 11
words)

Short narratives (avg. 20
words)

Short narratives (avg. 20
words)

Long narratives (avg. 216
words)

#Cause categories 9 coding categories (2 main
groups)

13 coding categories 21 coding categories used
(out of 40 OIICS codes)

21 coding categories used
(out of 40 OIICS codes)

3 broad coding categories;
8 specific coding categories

14 coding categories

Coding scheme 2 categories: Pre-crash (5
codes) and Crash (4 codes)

ICD9-CM (2-digit) OIICS classification
(2-digit)

OIICS classification
(2-digit)

OIICS classification ICD9-CM (3-digit)

Size of dataset 3686 5677 (all pre-coded) 17,000 (uncoded) 17,000 (uncoded) 10,132 (uncoded) 2280 (uncoded)
Training set size; % of

dataset
3686 narratives; training
set was a set of keywords,
not coded narratives

5677; 100% 11,000 (manually coded) 11,000 (manually coded);
Training set 367% larger
than prediction set

2240 (2400, minus 160 due
to coder disagreement or
NOC); 22.1%

Total of 1000 manually
coded with 764 used to
train the algorithm; 43.4%

Coder agreement Only 1 coder n/a—records pre-coded Overall 1-digit agreement
of 87%; 2-digit agreement
of 75%

Overall 1-digit agreement
of 87%; 2-digit agreement
of 75%

Overall agreement of 93.8% Final coder agreement
greater than 79% (� > 0.75)

Prediction set 419 5677 (same as training set) 3000 (pre-coded) 3000 7732 2285 (includes training set)
Training set modifications Keyword list of 2619 was

morphed, endings removed
(ing, ed), articles removed,
misspellings corrected

Creation of keyword
list-words occurring more
than 3 times in dataset;
drop word lists; synonym
words

Drop word list; drop words
occurring fewer than 3
times; remove punctuation
and non-alphanumeric
characters

List of keywords and drop
words was generated;
transformation of
synonyms; correction of
misspelling

None described. Drop words occurring
fewer than 3 times. No
synonyms, or stop words

Analyses Leave-one-out/Naïve
Bayesian and Fuzzy
Bayesian

Single word Fuzzy;
Multiple word Fuzzy
(single words, up to
4-word combos)

Naïve and Fuzzy Bayes
(comparison)

Naïve and Fuzzy Bayes
(combined); 1st strategy:
assign cases for manual
review if Fuzzy and Naïve
models disagree; 2nd
Strategy: selection of
additional cases for manual
review from Agree dataset
using prediction strength
to reach level of 50%
computer and 50% manual
coding

Assessed number of
categories and size of
training set on prediction
set sensitivity. Assessed
use of training set from one
sector upon another sector

Fuzzy Bayesian and Naïve
Bayesian models using
Single word predictor;
comparison of predictive
ability as it relates to injury
or near-miss

Distribution of codes Not provided in results Heavily weighted to falls
(35%), followed by
struck-by (16%), and
overexertion (12%)

Weighted toward
overexertion (17.8%), falls
(17.4%) and struck-by
(9.8%)

Weighted toward
overexertion (17.8%), falls
(17.4%) and struck-by
(9.8%)

Weighted toward contact
with object or equipment
(49.3%), slips, trips and falls
(23.8%), and
musculoskeletal disorders
(18.0%)

Weighted mostly to
fire-fall (25.7%),
fire-struck-by (24.1%) and
fire-burn (22.1%)

Results Keyword based
classification results
consistently good. Fuzzy
Bayes can augment results
in cases where keyword
classification failed and in
categories where keyword
classification performed
poorly

A computer program based
on fuzzy Bayes logic is
capable of accurately
categorizing
cause-of-injury codes from
injury narratives. The
ability to set threshold
levels significantly reduced
the amount of manual
coding required, without
sacrificing accuracy

Single-digit codes
predicted better than
double-digit; Naïve slightly
more accurate than Fuzzy;
Naïve had sensitivity of
80% and 70% (for one and
two digit codes,
respectively), Fuzzy Bayes
had a sensitivity of 78% and
64%. Specificity and PPV
was higher in Naïve than
Fuzzy

1st strategy: agreement
alone as filtering strategy
left 36% for manual review
(computer coded 64%,
n = 1928). Overall
combined sensitivity was
0.90 and PPV > 0.90 for 11
of 18 2-digit categories

Naïve Bayesian
auto-coding of narrative
text and injury diagnosis
showed up to 90%
accuracy, improvement in
performance with
increased training size, and
training sets with broader
coding performed as well
or better to predict more
specific sector claims

The Fuzzy model
performed better than
Naïve, with a sensitivity of
0.74 compared to 0.678. As
the number of records in
the training set increased,
the models performed at a
higher sensitivity. Both
injuries and near-misses
could be predicted, but
injuries were predicted
with greater sensitivity
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Fig. 4. Example narratives:

arratives in our dataset. Previous research has used much
horter narratives and seen exceptional performance by the Naïve
odel—particularly because with less words in each narrative,

here are fewer opportunities for a strong predictive word to
utweigh the other words within the narrative. Categories with

ewer narratives tended to be better predicted by the Naïve

odel, likely because it took into account all words, rather than
icking words with the single strongest predictor (as in Fuzzy).
revious research done with the TextMiner software has been
iss and Injury comparison.

applied to shorter narratives, predominately using the Naïve
model.

To further elucidate why the Fuzzy model was performing bet-
ter, we checked to see if there was any evidence of overfitting of the
data. We analyzed the difference in correct predictions between the

training set and prediction set, for both the Fuzzy and Naïve mod-
els and found no indication that the Fuzzy model was overfitting
the data, suggesting that the Fuzzy model truly does perform better
with this particular dataset.
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The results of the Cross-validation showed that when the Fuzzy
nd Naïve models both predicted the same code, the agreement of
he autocoding to the manual codes reached 60.2%. In using a sim-
lar technique to filter cases for manual review, Marucci-Wellman
t al. (2011) reported a Fuzzy and Naïve agreement of 64%. Apply-
ng both the Fuzzy and Naïve models to a dataset could be another

ay of optimizing the performance and accuracy of autocoding.
The process of adding narratives to the training set in incre-

ents of 100 showed marked improvement, suggesting that the
lgorithm was learning with each addition. It did not appear that
he algorithm had yet reached a threshold, suggesting that addition
f more cases (beyond 764) will result in improved prediction rate
y the models. The work of Bertke et al. (2012) showed increas-

ng improvement in the sensitivity as the training set increased
p to 1000 (with remaining cases as prediction set n = 1240), with
arginal returns beyond that.
Using additional modifications such as paired words, word

equences, morphs, and drop words lists would likely improve the
it rate. In fact, in a preliminary analysis using paired words and
-word sequences, we saw an increase in prediction success by the
uzzy model (82% and 85%, respectively, data not shown). However,
his indicates that with minor modifications, the predictive capa-
ility of the algorithm can improve to a significantly higher level of
ensitivity, thereby reducing the amount of narratives that would
eed manual review.

.4. Creation of additional quantitative data elements

Applying the Bayesian models enabled us to create two new
uantitative data elements: injury outcome and mechanism of

njury. This enriches the analysis of existing quantitative data in the
FFNMRS because we can look at differences between near-misses
nd injuries, and construct hazard scenarios.

. Conclusion

In this study of narratives from the fire service we were able
o successfully apply the Fuzzy and Naïve models to injury and
ear-miss narratives, which were much longer than those that
ave previously been investigated. While both models had rela-
ively high sensitivity, Fuzzy proved to be the more agile model for
ery long narratives.

We trained the algorithm to assign a mechanism of injury and
n injury outcome for each narrative. This process resulted in the
reation of two new quantitative data elements that will empower
ore in-depth analyses of the National Fire Fighter Near Miss

eporting System.
Previous studies have the benefit of their short narratives ema-

ating from specific questions about how the injury occurred. That
he near miss narratives had fairly vague instructions to “describe
he event”, and that the machine learning methods were able to
ssign a specific mechanism of injury code is a testament to the
ower of Bayesian models. An important point is that no effort was

ade in the current study to optimize the predictive models used.
dditional steps could be taken that would be likely to improve

he performance of both models, such as increasing the sample
ize. Other steps are also likely to lead to significant improvements,
Prevention 62 (2014) 119–129 129

such as trimming the word set by dropping common noise words
to improve performance of the Naïve Bayes model, or using word
combinations and sequences to increase the sensitivity of the Fuzzy
model.
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